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DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LANGLEY
DIFFERENTIAL MANEUVERING SIMULATOR
By B. R. Ashworth and William M. Kahlbaum, Jr.
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The Langley differential maneuvering simulator (DMS) provides a realistic means
of simulating two aircraft or spacecraft operating in a differential mode. The system
consists of two identical fixed-base cockpits and projection systems, each housed in a
12.2-m-diameter (40-ft) spherical projection screen. Each projection system consists
of a sky-Earth projector to provide a horizon reference and a system for target-image
generation and projection. The projectors and image generators are gimbaled to allow
visual simulation with completely unrestricted freedom of motion. The cockpit contains
typical instrumentation, a g-suit, a programmable buffet mechanism, and programmable
control forces. The system was designed to accommodate simulation of a wide range of
aircraft performance.
This report gives a detailed description of the hardware and also describes tests
which were performed to verify that the system could provide the required simulated air-
craft motions. The mathematical model which converts computed aircraft motions into
the required motions of the various projector gimbals is described.
INTRODUCTION
The Langley differential maneuvering simulator (DMS) is comprised of two identical,
fixed-base, visual flight simulators located in the flight control research laboratory at
Langley Research Center.
The DMS facility has been developed as an adjunct to Langley's other research facil-
ities to allow early evaluation of man-in-the-loop performance of new vehicle concepts.
The simulator, which became operational in early 1971, provides a realistic cockpit envi-
ronment and a wide-angle external visual scene for each of the two pilots. The external
sky-Earth scene provides reference in all three rotational degrees of freedom in a man-
ner which allows unrestricted rotations. The sky-Earth scene has no translational
motion. The external visual scene also provides continuous rotational and bounded trans-
lational reference to a second (target) vehicle in six degrees of freedom. In the normal
(differential) mode,the target-vehicle image presented to eachpilot represents the craft
being flown by the other pilot in this dual simulator. The cockpit provides essential
instruments and displays, andkinesthetic cues in the form of a g-suit pressurization sys-
tem, aircraft buffet, andvariable control forces to eachpilot.
Potential research applications include combatmaneuvering,collision avoidance,
andvisual rendezvoustechniques. In a nondifferential mode,eachof the two devices can
be usedfor studies in handlingqualities, spin entry and recovery, and trajectory control
of an aircraft or spacecraft. Becausethe emphasis is onvehicle research, a wide range
of performance was soughtin the simulator equipmentproviding the visual scene. This
paper describes the equipment, its performance goals, andthe computing required to con-
vert simulated aircraft motfon to hardware servo commands. It also documentsthe ini-
tial performance achievedand describes the methodsusedto assure hardware perfor-
manceduring operational use.
SYMBOLS
Values are given both in the SIUnits andin the U.S. Customary Units. The mea-
surements and calculations were madein the U.S. Customary Units.
A amplitude of sinusoidal input to servo, rad or m (ft)
A vector which defines projected image point in sky-Earth scenerelative to
corresponding point on transparency, m (ft)
Ax,Ay,Az x-, y-, andz-componentsof vector _., m (ft)
A1 reference point on sky transparency, m (ft)
A2 reference point on Earth transparency, m (ft)
vector which defines position commandof center of Earth transparency rela-
tive to screen center, m (ft)
vector which defines center of sky-Earth projector gimbal relative to screen
center, m (ft)
vector which defines position commandof center of sky transparency relative
to screen center, m (ft)
asx,asy,asz
bo
bo
box,boy,boz
b? 1_ b _
OX'Doy ' OZ
bsx,bsy,bsz
CAI
D
E
fh
x-, y-, and z-components of vector a's in nonrotating XA,YA,ZA axis
system, m (ft)
vector which defines position of target on the screen relative to observer,
m (ft)
vector which defines position command of Earth projection lamp relative to
Earth-transparency center, m (ft)
vector which defines position command of center of support arm for sky-
Earth lamps relative to sky-Earth gimbal center, m (ft)
vector which defines position of center of support arm for sky-Earth lamps
relative to sky-Earth gimbal center as positioned by lamp servos, m (ft)
x-, y-, and z-components of vector _'o which constitute displacement
commands of the sky-Earth lamp servos relative to center of pitch
gimbal, m (ft)
x-, y-, and z-components of vector b'o which constitute positions of
sky-Earth lamp servos relative to gimbal center as measured by linear
potentiometers mounted on the servos, m (ft)
vector which defines position command of sky projection lamp relative to sky-
transparency center, m (ft)
x-, y-, and z-components of vector b's in nonrotating XA,YA,ZA axis
system, m (ft)
transformation matrix relating attacker body-axis system to inertial-axis SYS-
tem, dimensionless
vector which defines position of center of azimuth mirror gimbal relative to
projection-screen center, m (ft)
vector which defines position of center of target elevation mirror with respect
to center of target azimuth mirror, m (ft)
upper frequency limit on buffet-signal generator, Hz
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fl lower frequency limit on buffet-signal generator, Hz
fPl'fP2'fP3 structural modefrequencies of buffet-signal generator, Hz
unit vectors alongX-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, of any coordinate-axis
systems referred to, dimensionless
experimentally determined constantof proportionality, dimensionless
vector which defines position of sky-Earth lamp relative to center of lamp
support arm, m (ft)
M E
r
M c
M e
Mp
Mx
M z
M 1,M 2,M 3
absolute magnification of camera lens, dimensionless
relative magnification of camera lens, dimensionless
electronic magnification of TV system, dimensionless
absolute magnification of projector lens, dimensionless
coordinate of center of azimuth mirror gimbal with respect to center of pro-
jection screen as measured along XA-axis , m (ft)
coordinate of center of azimuth mirror gimbal with respect to center of pro-
jection screen as measured along ZA-axis , m (ft)
' peak gain of the three structural modes of buffet-signal generator,
dimensionless
mbl transformation matrix which relates attacker line-of-sight axis system to
target body-axis system, dimensionless
vector which defines position of a point on sky or Earth transparency relative
to observer, m (ft)
N x,Ny,N z x-, y-, and z-components of vector N, m (ft)
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PA
qA
R
RBA
RF
RL
RLo
R1
R2
r A
g
sf
Sx
Sz
T
T G
instantaneous roll rate of aircraft body axis, rad/sec
instantaneous pitch rate of aircraft body axis, rad/sec
transformation matrix which defines inner three gimbal rotations of target-
model gimbal system, dimensionless
real-world target line-of-sight range, m (ft)
command signal of focus servo, V
vector which defines commanded distance from lens to screen for target-
image projection, m (ft)
nominal magnitude of RL' m (ft)
radius of projection screen, m (ft)
radius of sky-Earth transparencies, m (ft)
instantaneous yaw rate of aircraft body axis, rad/sec
vector which defines position of center of sky-Earth gimbal relative to center
of projection screen, m (ft)
model scale factor, dimensionless
x-component of vector
z-component of vector
m (ft)
g, m (ft)
steady-state time lag (or velocity constant) of a second-order servo, sec
transformation matrix which relates body-axis system to XT,YT,ZT axis
system in terms of actual gimbal angles _G' /3G' @G' 0G, dimensionless
time, sec
U transformation matrix which relates body-axis system to
system in terms of commandedgimbal angles aE, ]3E,
dimensionless
XT,YT,Z T axis
@E, 0E,
Uy ,U z
V
Veto
VL
_r o
Vt
VTCE
VTCS
%
horizontal and vertical offsets of surveyor's transit relative to center of
sphere as measured along "YA and -Z A axes, respectively, m (ft)
amplitude of velocity input to a servo, rad/sec or m/sec (ft/sec)
vector which defines commanded position of target image on the screen
relative to the azimuth-mirror gimbal center, m (ft)
vector which defines position of arbitrarily chosen point on transparency
relative to XT,YT,Z T axis system of sky-Earth projector, m (ft)
vector which defines position of elevation mirror relative to center of pro-
jection sphere, m (ft)
vector which defines position of lamp relative to center of projection sphere,
m (ft)
vector which defines projection on the screen of arbitrarily chosen point in
sky-Earth scene relative to observer, m (ft)
vector which defines position of target image relative to center of elevation
mirror, m (ft)
vector which defines .position of center of Earth transparency relative to
center of sky-Earth gimbal, m (ft)
vector which defines position of center of sky transparency relative to center
of sky-Earth gimbal, m (ft)
vector which defines position of arbitrarily chosen point on transparency
relative to lamp, m (ft)
Vt, m (ft)
Vpx,Vpy,Vpz x-, y-, and z-components of vector %, m (ft)
4¢t unit vector coincident with vector
Vtx,Vty,Vtz
X',Y',Z'
XA,YA,ZA
xk,Yk,zk
XB,YB,ZB
Xc,Yc,Zc
Xem,Yem,Zem
XI,YI,ZI
XLp,YLP,ZLp
XT,YT,Z T
XT,YT,Z T
Xot 'Y el 'Z
X_,Yy,Zz
X' v' Z'
x-, y-, and z-components of vector "_t, m (ft)
axis system parallel to attacker body-axis system with its origin at
center of surveyor's transit, dimensionless
attacker body-axis system, dimensionless
axis system parallel to attacker body-axis system but with its origin at
center of azimuth target-projection mirror, dimensionless
target body-axis system, dimensionless
axis system which is fixed to TV camera, dimensionless
axis system rotating with target elevation mirror, dimensionless
inertial-axis system which rotates with transparency and defines zero
reference point on transparency, dimensionless
target-projector line-of-sight axis system as projected backward
from projection screen through TV system to camera,
dimensionless
axis system fixed to and rotating with sky-Earth pitch gimbal,
dimensionless
axis system fixed to sky or Earth transparency which is yawed by the angle
-_B with respect to XI,YI,Z I axis system, dimensionless
axis system fixed to and rotating with target-model antilock gimbal,
dimensionless
axis system fixed to base of target-projection system, dimensionless
T
axis system rotating with target azimuth mirror having the Y_-axis
coincident with vector l_ and the X'Y' -plane coincident with the
X Y -plane, dimensionless
axis system rotating with target elevation mirror having the Y_-a_'s
collinear with vector E and the X"-axis separated from final pro-
Y
jected line of sight by constant toe-in angle 5, dimensionless
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XBA,YBA,ZBA
XBA,YBA,ZBA
xI
X m
X?A,Y_,A'Z),A
X_A'Y_A'ZTA
coordinates of target in attacker body-axis system, m (ft)
velocities of target in attacker body-axis system, m/sec (ft/sec)
projection-lens zoom servo command, V
camera-lens zoom servo command, V
target relative coordinates on surface of sphere defined in tilted
X ,Y_,,Z axis system, m (ft)
target relative velocities on surface of sphere defined in tilted
X),,Y_,,Z_, axis system, m/sec (ft/sec)
Ym
Y1
lateral dimension of target model, m (ft)
lateral dimension of projected target image, m (ft)
lateral dimension of projected target image as reduced due to variation of
image projection distance, m (ft)
Y2 lateral dimension of target in the real world, m (ft)
actual azimuth angle from surveyor's transit to target image, deg
t
0/ , predicted azimuth angle from surveyor's transit to target image, deg
_E
&E
antilock-gimbal-angle command of sky-Earth projector, rad
computed angular-rate command of sky-Earth projector antilock gimbal,
rad/sec
_G antilock gimbal angle of sky-Earth projector, measured from linear potenti-
ometer, rad
_m
antilock-gimbal-angle command of target-model gimbals, rad
actual elevation angle from surveyor's transit to target image, deg
]
;9E
Ax,Ay,Az
e_7L
e_L
_7L
L
_L
8E
8E
aG
_)m
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predicted elevation angle from surveyor's transit to target image, deg
offset angle between antilock-gimbal and roll axes of sky-Earth projector
system, rad
offset angle between antilock and yaw axes of target-model gimbals, rad
elevation angle of entire target image-projection assembly, rad
x-, y-, and z-components of error between sky-Earth and target-mirror
pointing vectors as measured on the screen, m (ft)
toe-in angle of target elevation mirror, rad
servo position error due to steady-state time lag, m (ft)
position error for elevation servo, m (ft)
position error for azimuth servo, m (ft)
elevation-gimbal-angle command of target-image projector, rad
elevation-mirror gimbal angle of target projector, measured from linear
potentiometer, rad
computed angular-rate command of target elevation mirror, rad/sec
pitch-gimbal-angle command of sky-Earth projector, rad
computed angular-rate command of sky-Earth pitch gimbal, rad/sec
pitch gimbal angle of sky-Earth projector, measured from linear potentiom-
eter, rad
pitch-gimbal-angle command of target-model gimbals, rad
arbitrary value of pitch-gimbal angle used in development of equations for
sky-Earth lamp drive, rad
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_L
f
_L
_L
_bE
_bG
arbitrary value of aircraft pitch angle used in development of equations for
sky-Earth lamp drive, rad
azimuth-gimbal-angle command of target-image projector, rad
azimuth-mirror gimbal angle of target projector, measured from linear
potentiometer, rad
computed angular-rate command of target-azimuth mirror, rad/sec
roll-gimbal-angle command of sky-Earth projector, rad
computed angular-rate command of sky-Earth roll gimbal, rad/sec
roll gimbal angle of sky-Earth projector, measured from linear potentiom-
eter, rad
_m
roll-gimbal-angle command of target-model gimbals, rad
angle between vectors _ and V, rad
azimuth and elevation angles which define test points used to measure static
pointing accuracy of target mirrors, rad
azimuth and elevation angles which define location of arbitrarily chosen point
of interest on transparency, defined relative to inertial-axis system which
is fixed to transparency, tad
_E
_G
CO
yaw-gimbal-angle command of sky-Earth projector, rad
computed angular-rate command of sky-Earth yaw gimbal, rad/sec
yaw gimbal angle of sky-Earth projector, measured from linear potentiom-
eter, tad
yaw-gimbal-angle command of target-model gimbals, rad
angular velocity, rad/sec
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il
transformation matrix of a simp!e rotation through any angle _t about any
axis X, dimensionless; that is,
01_t_X= cos/_ sin ; _y= 1 0 ; [_t_Z = s g cos bt
-sin _t cos __J _in/.t 0 cos 0
denotes transpose of a matrix
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
Basic System
The basic Langley differential maneuvering simulator (DMS) is depicted in figure 1.
The simulator consists of identical cockpits, target-image projectors, and sky-Earth pro-
jectors located in adjacent 12.2-m-diameter (40-ft) projection spheres. Target-image
generators located externally to the sphere provide the correct image of the second air-
craft to the target-image projectors via independent closed-circuit television systems.
All control of these systems as well as interface with the remote central computer is
provided by the system control console located between the two spheres. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the pilot and shows the cockpit and external visual scene. All computing
associated with the system is performed on a CDC 6600 computer operating in real time
at 32 iterations per second.
The assembly of the equipment in each projection sphere is shown in figure 3. The
spheres are constructed of 1.27-cm-thick (0.5-in.) steel with a radius tolerance of
0.238 cm (3/32 in.) over any 4 ° segment. The overall radius tolerance is 1.27 cm
(0.5 in.). The internal (projection) surface of each sphere is painted with a flat white
paint and provides approximately unit optical gain. This finish was chosen over a more
directional finish with higher gains in order to provide uniform reflectivity. The unit-
gain finish has the added advantages of being less expensive and easier to maintain.
The design goal of the bridge structures which support the cockpits and projectors
wa_ to avoid natural frequencies below 50 Hz in order to prevent oscillatory movement of
the projectors or cockpits. In addition, thecockpit support structures are separated
from the projector support structures to prevent cockpit vibrations (buffet) from _tffect-
ing the projectors. The projection equipment and its supporting structures were designed
to provide a visual field of view of approximately +170 ° in the horizontal and +110 ° to -20 °
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in the vertical. The -20° limit is dueto the simulator cockpit. The field of view is
reduced to the proper level for a particular aircraft by maskingthe cockpit canopy.
External Visual Scene
Sky-Earth projection.- The pilot's external visual scene is composedof the sky-
Earth and target-image projections superimposedon the sphere surface. The sky-Earth
projector provides a visual reference in three degreesof unrestricted rotational freedom
over the entire field of view. The sky-Earth projector andits support structure are
shownin figure 4. The projector consists of two dye-painted plexiglass hemispheres
(onefor sky and one for Earth) mountedon a projector head containingthe point light
sources. The projector head(fig. 5) is mountedin a four-axis, 30°-offset gimbal system.
The outer, or antilock, gimbal angle (_E is driven by commandscalculated to prevent
the three inner gimbal angles _E' 0E, and _bE from attaining a gimbal-lock condition.
It is offset by 30 ° rather than being in a fully orthogonal position in order to minimize
shadows caused by the gimbal system. A description of the gimbal system and its drive
equations is given in reference 1. Both light sources of the projector are mounted on a
single shaft with a fixed length and are driven in the three axis directions by orthogonal
servos in a manner which guarantees that the two hemispheres will map correctly on the
projection screen. The sky-Earth projector has no provision for terrain translations;
however, any fixed altitude may be represented by altering the horizon masking of the sky
and Earth spheres.
The light sources in the projector have their intensity controlled as a function of
time spent at a particular g-level, as will be discussed later. This varies the background
brightness from its normal level of approximately 0.14 cd/m2 (0.04 fL) down to 0.
Target-image projection.- The target-image projection subsystem (fig. 6) consists
of a cathode'ray tube (CRT) projector and its associated electronics, zoom lens, focus
lens, fixed mirror, and two-axis pointing-mirror system, which are all servo driven.
The CRT projector is a modified commercial kinescope unit with a resolution of 900 lines,
an average long term brightness of 5650 cd/m 2 (1650 fL), and a highlight brightness of
34 260 cd/m2 (10 000 fL) on the face of the CRT. Forced-air cooling of the faceplate is
provided. The CRT image is projected through a zoom lens having a magnification range
of from x 1.18 to x 10, a focus lens, and the three mirrors of the pointing-mirror system.
The projection zoom lens (in conjunction with one in the target-image generator) provides
the target-range information. Range is limited to a variation of from approximately 92 m
(300 ft) to 12.2 km (40 000 ft), depending on the actual size of the full-scale aircraft
whose image is being projected. The near range limit is a design compromise with the
problem of providing adequate target brightness through realizable optics. The focus
lens is driven as a function of the image projection distance (i.e., the distance from the
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lens to the surface of the sphere), which varies as the mirrors move since they are not
located in the center of the sphere. The focus lens then projects onto the fixed, first
mirror of the pointing-mirror system. The pointing mirrors provide unrestricted rota-
tional freedom in both elevation andazimuth. The brightness of the projected image
varies from 1.7 cd/m2 (0.5 fL) to 3.4 cd/m2 (1.0fL) for a source brightness of
34 260 cd/m2 (10000 fL) andis a function of zoom setting, zoom lens aperture and
transmission, and mirror reflectance. The mirror drive equationsare corrected for the
parallax error causedby their displacement from the pilot's eye. (SeeappendixA for
details of these corrections.)
Target-Image Generation
The target-image generators (TIG) provide the video image to the CRT projectors
with correct aspectorientation of the model of the secondaircraft. The system (fig. 7)
consists of a scale model of the target aircraft mountedin a four-axis, offset-gimbal sys-
tem; two folding mirrors; a TV camera with a servo-driven zoom lens; andmodel light-
ing and cooling equipment. The target model is always sized to give approximately 18 cm
(7 in.) of wing spanand is paintedwith a white matte paint to reducehighlights. The
model, shownin figure 8, is mountedby four wires attachedto both the noseand the tail
andis driven in roll (inner gimbal) by a small cable. The four wires on the tail serve as
conductorsto a slip ring mountedin the tail of the model. This allows future addition of
movablecontrol surfaces on the models. The model is mountedin a four-axis gimbal
system identical with the onedescribed for the sky-Earth projector except for gimbal
order. The model is viewedby the camera through the zoom lens and folding mirrors.
The two folding mirrors are 95percent reflective and serve to reduce the size of the TIG
enclosure while maintaining the required distance betweencamera and model. The fixed
distance betweenthe camera and model, 2.03 m (80in.), is chosento give correct per-
spective at approximately 213m (700ft), dependingon model scale factor. The camera
zoom lens is a commercial 20-to-1 unit modified to be servo driven over a range of 16
to 1. It works in conjunctionwith the projector zoom lens to give a total magnification
changeOf 160to 1.18.
The model is illuminated by four 250-watt, quartz iodide lamps equippedwith air-
cooled infrared filters to prevent excessiveheatingof the model or servo componentson
the gimbal arms.
Cockpit Subsystem
The cockpit subsystem(fig. 9) is designedto provide the pilot with a realistic envi-
ronment representative of current high-performance aircraft. Although the cockpit is
fixed base, certain kinesthetic cuesare provided in the form of control feel, buffet, and
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several effects of g-loads, in an effort to gain realism. The instrument panel shownin
figure 10in its present configuration is designedto facilitate changesin order to repre-
sent anyaircraft. The instruments shownare dc servo, galvanometer, and synchro
types. AppendixB is a listing of the instruments presently used alongwith pertinent
information concerning scaling, range, resolution, and accuracy of eachinstrument.
Eachcockpit is equippedwith a standard aircraft gunsight. A correction lens has been
addedto form the virtual image of the sight display at the surface of the projection
sphere. This avoids parallax errors betweenthe sight display and the target image.
The sight has a range-analogbar, roll tabs, lead-angle computing, andthe capability for
a heads-updisplay using a CRT in the sight.
Each cockpit is equippedwith programmable, hydraulic, control-loading servos in
all three axes. The system canbe programed for preset nonlinear spring gradients,
damping, friction, breakout, deadband, and electrical stops. These functions andtheir
rangeof adjustment are given in appendixC. Each axis also has inputs for computer-
generatedforces which are a function of the aircraft dynamic situation.
Aircraft buffet is provided for each cockpit by meansof a hydraulic servo which
imparts vertical motion to the cockpit. The buffet linkage constrains the motion of the
pilot's headto a vertical arc centeredon the sphere directly in front of him. This type
of motion serves to eliminate any parallax error dueto buffet which might affect track-
ing tasks. The buffet servo is capableof accelerations of +lg, at frequencies from 0 to
20 Hz at the pilot. The buffet servo is driven by a buffet-signal generator, which is
shown functionally in figure 11. The buffet-signal generator utilizes white noise limited
to the bandwidth of interest (fl through fh) for the particular aircraft. The bandwidth-
limited white noise is then applied to three structural mode shapers which are adjusted
independently for peak gains (M1, M2, and M3) up to 15 dB at the frequencies fPl' fP2'
and fP3 of the three primary structural modes of the aircraft being simulated. The
summed structural mode signals are then modulated by a buffet command signal from the
central computer which determines the intensity of the buffet.
The effects of g-loads are simulated by using a standard aircraft g-suit and control
valve. The control valve is driven by a pressure feedback servo with a linear electric
actuator replacing the slug on the aircraft valve. The g-suit is normally inflated to a
maximum pressure of 34.5 kPa (5 psid) with a pressure of 3.45 kPa (1/2 psid) at ig.
The pressure of I/2 psid at ig allows a feeling of negative g as the pressure drops to 0
in the suit. Additional g-cues are provided by controlling the brightness of the sky-Earth
scene, all cockpit lights, and the target image as a function of time spent at a particular
normal acceleration. The dimming of the target lags the dimming of the sky-Earth scene
and instruments in an effort to simulate tunnel vision. The lights and target are com-
pletely extinguished at high g-loads and the pilot, although still conscious, has no visual
reference.
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Each cockpit is equipped with a sound system for added cues. The system includes
a preamplifier and power amplifier which drive a set of speakers mounted on each side
of the pilot's head. The input to the amplifiers is a balanced mixture of various aircraft
sounds. Sounds included are engine noise, wind noise, additional wind noise for speed-
brake and flap deployment, afterburner rumble, various modes of weapon firing, and
landing-gear deployment.
An angle-of-attack annunciator system which is used for the F-4 fighter airplane
has been added to each cockpit to give the pilot a system of index lights and an aural tone
in addition to the standard instrument display of angle of attack. The operation of this
system is illustrated in figure 12. The bar chart representing the aural tones shows
some overlap in each of the three frequencies allowing good resolution of angle of attack
between 15.0 and 22.3 units. The range of angle of attack may be varied for different
aircraft.
Control Console
The control console provides operating and monitoring functions for all equipment
associated with the simulator. The console contains all equipment required for interface
with the central computer and provides all controls and indicators necessary for local
operation of the systems. An array of test and monitoring equipment, sufficient to eval-
uate system performance and assist in systems maintenance, is included in the console.
The control console is divided into five sections, as shown in figure 13.
Section I of the console contains the sound system, all video interface equipment,
the brightness and cooling controls for the sky-Earth and target lighting, and the intercom
system. The video system includes monitors for each model, a scope to monitor the volt-
age levels, test equipment for setting up the video, and a switching matrix which allows
control of all the video inputs and outputs. The intercom system also contains a switch
matrix which allows control of the talk and receive buses of each of 11 stations.
Console section II contains the controls and indicators necessary for control, oper-
ation, and monitoring of the system. A view of section II is shown in figure 14. For
monitoring purposes, all discrete inputs and outputs are displayed on lights and all servo
positions and drive voltages are displayed on meters. The primary monitoring tool, how-
ever, is a voltage-monitor control panel (fig. 15) which allows selection of all computer
trunks, patchboard inputs, and all primary signals of all the subsystems, The voltages
selected are displayed on a digital voltmeter (DVM), oscilloscope, and strip-chart
recorder. For example, each servo has its position, velocity, error, drive signal, com-
mands, and feedback signals selectable by the voltage monitor.-
For safety purposes, servo power for each subsystem is sequenced through a
30-second delay when switching from the partial-power condition to full power. Servo
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input control allows each servo to be driven from a local potentiometer or from a patch-
board which may have either local or computer inputs. The servo operation, as well as
the power, is controlled by a comprehensiveset of logic equationswhich sense specified
malfunctions, lockouts, switch positions, or computer mode changes. The logic module
then controls servo power or inputs as dictated by the logic equationsand provides exten-
sive diagnostic indications on anannunciator lamp panel.
SectionHI of the consolecontainsadditional monitoring equipmentincluding the
oscilloscope and strip-chart recorder mentionedpreviously and analogpatchboardsfor
interface with the central computer. It also contains all servo electronics chassis which
generatethe drive signals for the servo power amplifiers or control valves.
Consolesection IV contains the control-loader electronics, the buffet-signal gen-
erator, a discrete-signal patchboard,anda test-signal generator. The test-signal gen-
erator canbe used in conjunctionwith the controls in section II to conductstatic and
dynamictests of each servo andcockpit instrument.
SectionV contains the system power supplies, the solid-state dc power amplifiers
for all servo torque motors, the 400-Hz power control, and solid-state instrument drivers
for the synchro-type cockpit instruments.
HARDWAREINTERFACE COMPUTATIONS
The interface math model (fig. 16)converts the simulated attitudes and relative
coordinates of the two aircraft into gimbaI commandsfor the sky-Earth andtarget-image
systems. This figure and the following description refer to system A as an example,with
an identical math model applicable to system B. Gimbal position commandsfor all con-
tinuous servos (i.e., sky-Earth gimbals, target pointing-mirror gimbals, andtarget model
gimbals) are generatedin the form of the sine and cosine of the particular gimbal angle.
The servo systems thenperform polar conversion to the desired shaft angles. Dynamic
compensationof only the sky-Earth gimbal and target-mirror gimbal servos is accom-
plished by inputting a computedrate-command signal to eachservo. The reason for this
is that lack of synchronizationbetweenthe horizon andtarget positions on the screen is
most easily discernible by the pilot. Position commandsfor all noncontinuousservos
(i.e., sky-Earth lamps, camera andprojector zoomandfocus, andbuffet) are directly
proportional to the desired positions. There is no rate compensationfor the target-model
or noncontinuousservos since dynamic synchronizationof theseservos is not as critical
as it is for the sky-Earth andtarget mirrors.
The computationof the position and rate commandsfor the sky-Earth four-axis
gimbal system requires two types of inputs. The first is the transformation matrix CAI
relating the aircraft body-axis system XA,YA,ZA to the inertial-axis system XI,YI,ZI,
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and the secondis the aircraft bodyrates PA' qA' rA for system A. The outer-
gimbal angle _E is controlled by a logic equationwhich moves it in sucha manner as
to prevent the occurrence of gimbal lock in the inner three gimbals (refs. 1 and 2).
The sky-Earth projection lamps must be translated with respect to the transparency
in order that the information containedon the transparency be mappedcorrectly onto the
projection screen. The computationsof the lamp positions require as input the position
commandsfor the sky-Earth gimbals andthe geometrical constantsof the gimbal system.
The computationsof the position commands _L and _L and rate commands _L
and _L for the target-mirror gimbal system require the relative translational coordi-
nates XBA, YBA' ZBA and relative translational rates XBA' YBA' ZBA of the
target as inputs. These computations also generate the image projection distance, ii_Li
which is used as input to the focus and zoom servos. The target coordinates are first
scaled to the radius of the projection screen and then transformed to the axis system
coincident with the outer base of the mirror gimbals XT,YT,ZT. This transformation
includes a translation from the center of the screen to the center of the azimuth-mirror
gimbal followed by an elevation rotation of y = 25 °. The reason for tilting the projec-
tion system by 25 ° is to remove the occurrence of the mirror gimbal discontinuity from
the pilot's normal field of view.
The target model gimbals require two types of inputs. First is the transformation
matrix mbl which defines the transformation from the attacker line-of-sight axis sys-
tem to the target body-axis system. The second is the sum of the target-mirror gimbal
angles _L + T/L which decouples the apparent roll of the target image induced whenever
the target mirrors move in azimuth or elevation. The roll coupling results from the
manner in which the target mirrors are gimbaled. The outer-gimbal angle a m per-
forms the same function as does the sky-Earth outer-gimbal angle _E'
The camera and projector zoom-lens servos are driven simultaneously to preclude
any transients which might occur in midrange if they were driven sequentially. The com-
putation of each of the simultaneous zoom commands requires two inputs. The first is
target range XBA , YBA' ZBA in the attacker body-axis system. The second is the lens-
to-screen distance variations which would result in a change in image size as the target
moves if no correction were made. Correction is accomplished by including the image
distance IRLI in the zoom-lens calculations.projection
The equations used to develop these servo commands are outlined in appendix A.
PROJE CTION GEOME TRY
Dynamic analysis of the positional synchronization of the target and sky-Earth
images as observed by the pilot could be accomplished only by developing and programing
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a math model of the geometrical relationships betweenthe projector gimbals, the screen,
andthe pilot's eye. Gimbal- and lamp-position inputs to this modelwere generatedby
the linear-position-output potentiometers mountedoneach servo. The sky-Earth gimbal
andlamp positions were usedto determine the position vector Vo (relative to the pilot)
of an arbitrarily chosenpoint in the scene. The mirror gimbal positions were usedto
determine the position vector B (relative to the pilot) of the target. The comparison
of the sky-Earth image point andthe target image was madeby forming the differences
_x, _y, and Az betweenthe componentsof To and B. Time histories of these dif-
ferences provided a meansfor analyzing the dynamic synchronization of the two sepa-
rately generatedimages. A complete description of the projection geometry is contained
in appendixA.
HARDWARE-SYSTEMSPERFORMANCE
Performance Goalsof the Integrated Systems
The ultimate goal of the total system is to give eachpilot an accurate visual repre-
sentation of the air-to-air environment with limited kinesthetic cuesprovided for added
realism. Of primary importance in achieving an accurate representation of the external
visual sceneis synchronization of the servos involved in projecting the scene. This
requires that the servos havethe samedynamic response (transient and steadystate) as
well as a high degree of smoothnessof movementwithin the servo operating envelope.
The servos must also be capableof providing the highest rates to be encounteredin any
simulation.
The dynamic response chosenfor all servos is a second-order system with a damp-
ing ratio of 0.707and a natural frequency of 25 rad/sec. The responseof this second-
order system to a stepvelocity commandis shownin figure 17. The steady-state time
lag T associatedwith the figure is derived in appendixD.
The results of this derivation showthat the steady-state response of the 0.707
damped,25 rad/sec, second-order servo to a constantvelocity always lags the input by
56.6 msec, while the value of the steady-state position error e is dependent on the
amplitude of the velocity command. Since all servos have the same time lag, synchroni-
zation of the various servos is maintained even though the actual velocity, and therefore
the position error, may be different for each servo. For high-frequency sinusoidal
responses in which a servo may not reach a steady-state velocity, the time lag T
increases by approximately 10 percent at 20 rad/sec for the 0.707 damped system.
Twenty radians per second is considered to be the upper limit for synchronization in the
DMS since it would be nearly impossible for the pilot to detect a lack of synchronization
at this rate.
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Servo operating envelope.- The requirement for smoothness at low velocities
versus the requirement for high rates requires a large dynamic range of the servos.
The DMS servos have a dynamic range of 1000 to 1; however, the projection servos
require rate commands in addition to the position command to achieve the desired low-
velocity smoothness.
The maximum required rates and accelerations to be encountered by each servo
are dependent on several variables: gimbal orientations, aircraft body rates, and range
and range rate to the target aircraft. Rates and accelerations for the serv0s were first
determined analytically by using extreme cases for each servo. For example, the max-
imum mirror rates would occur with the two aircraft passing at a close range with a
large closure rate. If the two aircraft are assumed to pass at 92 m (300 ft) (selected as
minimum usable range because of zoom-lens magnification limits mentioned previously)
in the plane of either mirror axis, one servo will be required to provide all of the motion.
Assuming a closure rate of 457 m/sec (1500 ft/sec) (approximately 450 knots for each
aircraft), the maximum mirror rate is calculated to be 5 rad/sec and the maximum
acceleration is 16 rad/sec 2.
After the maximum required rates and accelerations have been calculated, the stall
torque and no-load velocity can then be specified for each servo. The method used for
selecting servo stall torque and no-load velocity assumes the worst-case condition of a
simultaneous requirement for maximum torque (for acceleration) and maximum velocity.
Therefore, the servo stall torque and no-load velocity are specified as twice the peak
values calculated. In addition to the analytical calculations for peak rates and velocities,
a computer simulation of the projection servos was developed. The simulated system
was driven with various values of aircraft body rates (some representing high perfor-
mance maneuvers at twice normal rates) to check for any servo rates or accelerations
which might exceed the analytical design. (See ref. 1 for details.) A compilation of the
final velocities and accelerations of each servo is shown in table I.
Servo static performance.- Static accuracy and repeatability requirements for the
projection servos (i.e., sky-Earth, pointing mirror, and zoom servos) are typically twice
as severe as the target-model servos. This reflects the view that errors are more
critical in the relative position and size of the horizon and the target than in the attitude
of the target. The projection servos are required to be accurate to within 0.05 percent
of their maximum travel, while the target-model servos are allowed a maximum error
of 0.1 percent. All servos meet the accuracy required at any position within the pilot's
field of view. In addition to the static accuracy, the servos are required to repeat their
output when approached from either direction within 0.02 percent for the projection
servos and 0.05 percent for the target-model servos. Again, all servos were well within
the tolerance specified. Each servo is also required to have a low static compliance
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(high stiffness) in order to reject the effect of load disturbances. The static compliance
is specified in terms of a 5-Hz linear spring-inertia system, where the inertia is tile
final inertia of the servo. A compilation of desired andactual static compliancesis
shownin table H, which showsthat all are well within allowable tolerances.
Servo dynamic performance.- As mentioned earlier, the servo dynamic perfor-
mance is important to dynamic accuracy and synchronization of the overall scene. The
servos were specified to match a 0.707 damped, 25 rad/sec, second-order system over
the range from 0 to 3 Hz (0 to 19 rad/sec). The dynamic performance tests consisted
of measuring the low-velocity smoothness, the steady-state time lags, the transient
response, and the frequency response. The low-velocity smoothness of each servo is
shown in table HI for the servos moving at 1/200 of their no-load velocity. In most
cases not even the rates are discernible to the eye, much less any lack of smoothness.
The servo time lags were determined by measuring the position error e at a
constant velocity. The final steady-state time lags are shown in table IV. The final val-
ues are all within +15 percent of the ideal value (56.6 msec) with the exception of the
camera zoom servos Xm. The low lag of the camera zoom causes that portion of the
magnification due to camera zoom to be slightly greater than desired in a dynamic case.
However, the small error in size is not discernible since it is dependent on the velocity
of the servo (i.e., the error is largest at maximum velocity), but at maximum velocity
the size is changing so rapidly that any error could not be discerned.
The transient response of each servo is measured by comparing the servo to a
calibrated second-order model with a damping of 0.707 and a natural frequency of
25 rad/sec. The transient error between the servo output and the second-order model,
when both are subjected to step velocity inputs of 1 percent and 20 percent of the servo
maximum velocity, is shown in table V. The errors are all within +20 percent (+25 per-
cent for target-image-generation servos) of the commanded velocity for the 20-percent
velocity step. The low-amplitude, 1-percent velocity Step exhibits higher percentage
errors due to dead bands; however, the absolute transient error is still very small.
Frequency-response measurements were taken on each servo at 1/2, 1, and 3 Hz,
and each exhibited the required second-order characteristics over the range of use.
Target-image performance.- The combination of camera zoom lens, TV camera,
projection CRT, projection zoom lens, focus lens, and pointing mirrors was tested to
determine an end-to-end performance for the target-image system. The projected tar-
get image was tested for brightness, resolution, magnification, and optical-axis shift.
The image brightness is greater than 1.7 cd/m 2 (0.5 fL) at maximum magnifica-
tion, while the corner brightness is at least 65 percent of the center brightness. The
image resolution was tested both on axis and'off axis for the various magnifications.
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On-axis resolution is at least 400 TV lines, while off-axis resolution is at least 325 TV
lines. Resolution at maximum magnification is 550 TV lines minimum on axis and 325
TV lines minimum off axis. The total magnification of the two zoom lenses is a function
of image projection distance as well as range. Target-image size was checked at various
ranges and found to be accurate within +5 percent. The shift in the optical axis from
minimum to maximum magnification was found to be less than 3 arc min.
Performance of the Integrated System
After the completed DMS system was assembled, installed in the projection Spheres,
and connected to the central computer program, tests were made to determine the per-
formance of the integrated system. The integrated system was checked for static accu-
racy of the pointing mirrors and sky-Earth projector and for dynamic synchronization of
the projection systems. The absolute static accuracy of the pointing mirrors in posi-
tioning the target image is generally considered more critical than the position of the
horizon since the horizon normally has a haze band associated with it. This is especially
true in the forward section of the sphere where the image is located during a tracking
task.
Static accuracy.- The static accuracy of the pointing-mirror system is subject to
errors in the static accuracy of the servos, the orthogonality of the two mirror axes, the
location and alinement of the gimbals within the sphere, and the accuracy of the program
which computes the mirror commands. The procedure used to check the mirror accu-
racy was to position a surveyor's transit near the sphere center and use the transit to
sight the target for different input commands to the mirrors. The transit angles, termed
a and 8, are shown in figure 18. A separate computer program was used to calculate
exact transit angles with only mirror input data and geometrical constants. These exact
angles are termed or' and /3' and the differences ot - a' and _ - fl' give the abso-
lute errors in the mirror pointing accuracy. The errors at each test point are shown in
table VI for sphere A and sphere B. A necessarily limited number of test points was
taken, with the majority being in the frontal region. The errors in the frontal region
(+20 ° in azimuth and elevation) are less than 9 arc min, while for the remainder of the
sphere they are less than 30 arc min. In comparison, the pilot's interpupillary eye dis-
tance represents a parallax error of approximately 30 arc min, and the center dot of the
gunsight subtends 4.5 arc min.
The static accuracy of the sky-Earth scene is subject to two types of error: those
in the location of the sky-Earth transparencies in the sphere and those in the location of
the light source with respect to the transparency. The location of the transparencies
within the sphere is subject to errors in the four-axis gimbal drives, the alinement and
location of the entire gimbal assembly within the sphere, the orthogonality of the gimbal
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axes, and the accuracy of computation of the servo drives. The location of the lamps
within the transparency is subject to errors in the accuracy of the lamp-servo drives,
the mechanical alinement and location of the lamp servos with respect to the transpar-
ency, the orthogonality of the lamp-servo drive axes, the conformity of the transparency,
and the computational accuracy of the lamp-servo commands.
The accuracy of the sky-Earth mapping is much more sensitive to errors in the
location of the lamps with respect to the transparencies than to errors in the location of
the transparencies within the spheres. This can be seen by considering two examples.
First, consider that the transparency center is 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) higher than it should be,
but with the lamp positioned correctly within the transparency. This would reflect to the
sphere directly as an error of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) in the location of the horizon line. Now,
consider the lamp position to be in error by 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) within the transparency,
but with the transparency location correct (fig. 19). This angular error reflected to the
surface of the sphere approximately 686 cm (270 in.) away is magnified by the ratio
R1/R2, or 30 times.
A measure of the error in location of the transparency with respect to the sphere
center was made with the same transit setup which had previously been used to check the
target-mirror pointing accuracy. However, there is no fixed reference point at the trans-
parency center on which to sight in order to map its location as the gimbals rotate.
Therefore, the only way to make the measurement was to sight on the lamp as the gim-
bals rotated while keeping the lamp servos fixed with respect to the pitch gimbal. After
removal of biases which represent translational errors between the transit and gimbal
center, the maximum error in lamp position was found to be approximately 1.52 cm
(0.6 in.). This was an extreme value and most values were found to be within 0.76 cm
(0.3 in.). This error in the position of the transparency center with respect to the sphere
center projects onto the sphere with a magnification of 1 or less.
Because of the sensitivity of projected scene accuracy to errors in lamp position
within the transparency, care was taken during assembly to insure the orthogonality of
box , boy , boz axes and precise alinement of the axes with respect to the transparency.
The buildup of tolerances of these alinements coupled with known servo accuracy and
transparency accuracy leads to a maximum error of 0.076 cm (0.03 in.) in lamp location.
This error reflected to the sphere results in a maximum error of the order of 2.54 cm
(1.0 in.) in the location of the horizon line. This corresponds to an angular error of
approximately 15 arc min.
The resolution of the scene is important in a discussion of accuracy of the presen-
tation. In the DMS, care has been taken to avoid distinct lines near the horizon and sharp
detail anywhere in the projected scene. This is accomplished primarily by painting the
Earth transparency to show no detail near the horizon, increasing to moderate detail
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straight down,andpainting the sky a solid blue. The masking near the base of each
transparency allows for small irregularity (+2.54cm (1 in.) on the screen) in eachhori-
zon line; however, the horizon lines overlap by approximately 10cm (4 in.). This tends
to make the exacthorizon line (from the Earth transparency) somewhathazy; however,
it is still definable. Finally, the incandescentlamps used havea filament approximately
0.51 cm (0.2 in.) long which doesnot project extremely sharp images becauseof the size
of the light source (i.e., not a perfect point light source). In view of this kind of scene
resolution, the previously discussedsky-Earth projector errors would not be discernible
unless they were much larger thanactually measured.
Dynamic accuracy.- The dynamic accuracy of each servo has already been dis-
cussed; however, the synchronization of the projected scene is dependent on the inter-
action of all the projection servos. Dynamic errors in the system come from the differ-
ences in the servo dynamic characteristics - primarily differences in steady-state time
lags.
The dynamic errors are difficult to predict because they depend on the projection
geometry and the resulting rate of each servo involved in projecting the scene. In order
to see the effect of dynamic synchronization errors, a simplified case of pure yaw motion
was chosen. In this case any observed vertical error between target and horizon comes
only from the mismatch of the two mirror servos since the sky-Earth projector remains
fixed with the exception of the yaw motion. The geometry of this situation is shown in
figure 20 with the azimuth plane of motion of _L at the angle of 25 ° with respect to the
horizontal (sphere equator) and the elevation (_/L) axis of rotation orthogonal to the azi-
muth axis of rotation. For a sinusoidal input (A sin wt), where A is 3.0 rad and w is
1.57 rad/sec, the image starts in front and moves approximately 170 ° (either right or left)
along the equator of the sphere toward the rear. For this case, each servo (7/L and _L)
reaches its maximum rate at approximately the point at which the plane of rotation of the
azimuth mirror crosses the horizontal (an azimuth of -90o). This commanded position
is on the sphere surface directly to the left of center. The mirror rates for this case
(taken from computer runs) are 2.00 rad/sec for }L and 0.897 rad/sec for T/L. The
amount by which each axis of the display lags the commanded position can now be com-
puted as
e = wTR 1
where
position error at the sphere surface, m (in.)
angular velocity, rad/sec
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T predicted servo steady-state time lag, 56.6msec
R1 radius of the projection sphere, 6.096m (240in.)
Thus, the errors are
= 0.68m (26.8 in.)
= 0.31 m (12.2 in.)
The predicted position for the ideal case of identical time lags as shown in figure 20 is
56.6 msec behind the commanded position, but the target image is moving along the
sphere equator as commanded and synchronization is maintained. Now by taking the
actual servo time lags (table IV), the magnitude of errors due to mismatch in servo
dynamics can be calculated as before. Time lags are used for sphere B since they show
the largest mismatch and consequently the largest errors. These errors are
e_L 0.756 m (29.8 in.)
eT?L = 0.241 m (9.48 in.)
The actual image position due to these errors is shown in figure 21 and has error com-
ponents of 0.089 m (3.5 in.) in Z A and 0.0445 m (1.75 in.) in XA, but no error in YA
since the point chosen is on the YA-axis.
As previously mentioned, prediction of errors for other maneuvers in which all the
projection servos are moving would be extremely difficult; therefore, a program was set
up to evaluate the errors. The cases chosen for analysis were pure pitch, roll, and yaw
of the primary aircraft with the target fixed in space. For the pitch and yaw maneuvers
the image started straight ahead, while the roll maneuver was done with the image at 90 °
(right or left) with respect to the primary aircraft. The digital computer program com-
line-of-sight vectors (B and Vo) for the target and for the sky-Earth scene on theputed
basis of the projection geometry and the actual servo positions. (See appendix A for
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details.) For matched servo responses the two vectors should always be coincident on
the sphere surface. The components of the difference between the two vectors Z_x, Ay,
and Az, as shown in figure 22, were computed and recorded on strip-chart recorders
for each case (i.e., pitch, roll, and yaw). The summary of the maximum corresponding
angular errors for sinusoidal inputs (A sin cot) is shown in table VII. The large-amplitude
(A = 170 °, _ = 1.57 rad/sec) inputs represent peak aircraft rates of 4.75 rad/sec, while
the smaller inputs (A = 40 °, w = 1.57 rad/sec) represent peak rates of 1.1 rad/sec. The
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errors listed in table VII are the peak errors which occur at the peak rates. It shouldbe
notedthat these include all static positioning errors as well as dynamic effects. Compar-
ison of the calculated errors for the large-amplitude yaw casewith the strip-chart record-
ings yields identical results for Ax, Ay, and Az at the maximum mirror rates. The
recordings corresponding to this case are shown in figure 23. It can be seen from the
recordings that maximum _z occurs at maximum mirror rates and that ,Xy equals
zero at this point.
The maximum error for all cases shown in table VII is 1.5°; however, this occurs
at a roll rate of 2?0 deg/sec, a condition which makes visual detection of synchroniza-
tion error practically impossible. The same approximate percentage holds (i.e., the
maximum error is less than 1 percent of the rate) for the lower rates.
Performance assurance.- In order to assure that the system maintains its initial
accuracy, periodic tests are conducted on the servo and video performance. The servos
are checked for both static and dynamic performance, while the video system undergoes
a standard setup procedure to assure its performance.
Tests are performed weekly to see that all servos meet their original static per-
formance. Static checks are performed at 0 and +135 ° for continuous servos and at 0
and + maximum displacement for noncontinuous servos. The +135 ° test points are
chosen for the continuous servos since they represent points of maximum error due
to worst-case linearity of the sine-cosine feedback potentiometers at these points.
At the conclusion of initial performance tests, a "standard of performance" test is
run on all servos. This test consists of running each servo sinusoidally for 6 to 8 sec-
onds at frequencies of 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 Hz. Signals are recorded on the eight-channel
strip-chart recorder representing servo position, velocity, error, drive, and command
signals (sine and cosine) for continuous servos, and velocity for the rate-augmented pro-
jection servos. For control-loading-buffet and g-suit servos, signals representing force
or pressure feedback are recorded. This "standard of performance" test is performed
daily for each servo (approximately 15 min is required for each system) and compared
with the driginal tests. Conditions due to changes in friction or backlash, resonances,
dirty tachometer brushes or potentiometer wipers, and changes in power-amplifier limits
or motor sensitivities, as well as any failures, can be detected from these comparisons.
The daily procedure for setting up the video involves verification of video voltage
levels for the cameras and projectors on the oscilloscope and checking for proper beam
current, unblanking threshold, CRT bias, and focus of the projector. In addition, the size
and centering of the image are checked daily on a permanent reference mark located on
the projection surface. The completion of the static and dynamic tests and the setup pro-
cedures (including verification of simulator outputs) requires approximately" 11 hours,
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after which the DMSis ready for research use with the assurance that the hardware will
provide accurate data.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The Langley differential maneuveringsimulator provides an accurate and realistic
(with the exceptionof somekinesthetic cues)meansof simulating aircraft or spacecraft
operating in a differential mode. The principal limitations of the simulator are the
absenceof primary motion cuesand the limit on minimum range which would probably
prohibit dockingmaneuvers. The absenceof terrain translational cues might have some
effect on low-altitude maneuvering. However, methodsfor incorporating terrain trans-
lations including altitude cues (terrain growth) are beingpursued.
The system is designedto represent accurately all aircraft motions (as determined
by the math model) andrelative translations (betweenthe two aircraft) within a large
operational range, which covers the operational envelopeof most aircraft. The accuracy
of the visual presentation (including scene synchronizations)hasbeendocumentedand
subjectively evaluatedfor 1 year with no discernible visual cueerrors.
The control systems, indicators, buffet generator, g-suit, and soundsystem pro-
vide the pilot with adequatecues to perform his task. Experience has shownthat 5 to
10hours of training time maybe required for eachnew pilot to adaptto the simulator,
dependingon the task to be performed.
Langley ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
Hampton, Va., May 14, 1973.
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APPENDIX A
INTERFACE MATH MODEL AND PROJECTION GEOMETRY
The interface mathematical model serves to transform the orientations, in inertial
space, of the two aircraft into the gimbal positions of the projection servos. The projec-
tion geometry is an analytical tool for studying the synchronization of the separately gim-
baled projection systems. The math m6del for controlling the major subsystems (sky-
Earth projector, target pointing mirror, target model, target zoom and focus) and the
projection geometry are outlined in the following sections.
Sky-Earth Projector
The sky-Earth projector consists of the four-axis gimbal system, which positions
the sky-Earth transparencies, and the translational system, which positions the lamps
with respect to the transparencies. The positioning of the lamp as a function of gimbal
positions provides correct mapping of information from the transparencies to the projec-
tion screens. Since this correct mapping is maintained for all gimbal orientations, it is
possible in the following derivation to treat the sky-Earth projector as if both the inertial-
axis system XI,YI,ZI and attacker body-axis system XA,YA,ZA have their origins
located at the common center of rotation of the gimbals and that the inertial-axis system
is rotating with the sky-Earth transparencies while the body-axis system is fixed. Also,
the pilot is assumed to be at the aircraft center of gravity and the body-axis system is at
the pilot's eye.
Sky-Earth gimbals.- Figure 24 illustrates the geometrical arrangement of the sky-
Earth four-axis gimbal system. The transformation from inertial- to body-axis system
may be defined in terms of the matrix CAI as
YA = CAI YI (A1)
where
(i,j = 1, 2, 3)
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APPENDIX A - Continued
The matrix CA/ is derived from the aircraftbody rates PA' qA, rA by means of the
quaternion rate equations. (See refs. 3 and 4.) The axis transformation may also be
defined in terms of the glmbal angles of the sky-Earth projector as
(A2)
The gimbal-position commands in equation (A2) are defined as positive when the scene
moves in the direction defined as positive vehicle motions by the pilot. Equating equa-
tions (A1) and (A2) results in
The angle
where
and
BE is a constant and the redundant-outer-gimbal angle oLE
sgn(-sin 0E sin q_E) is equal to the sign of the product of -sin 0 E
(A3)
is defined by
and sin_E ,
H=0 (OE < 60 ° )
H=I (OE> 60 °)
References 1 and 2 contain further descriptions of the outer-gimbal drive logic.
Now that _E and BE have been defined, equation (A3) may be solved for the
remaining three inner-gimbal angles by operating with the transpose matrices:
T T
-- ¢ (A4)
[ _jT denotes the transpose of a matrix.where
the gimbal-angle commands:
Equation (A4) may be expanded to give
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sin OE = -(C13 cos /_E+ C23 sin o_E sin _E + C33 cos a E sin _E)
= 2 \1/2
cos 8E (1 - sin BE)
(A5)
(A6)
C12 cos f_E + C22 sin a E sin f_E + C32 cos _E sin /3E
sin @E =
cos 0 E
(AT)
Cll cos /3E + C21 sin a E sin f_E + C31 cos a E sin fiE
cos @E = cos 8E
(A8)
C23 cos a E - C33 sin a E
sin <bE = cos 8E
(A9)
-C13 sin ;3E + C23 sin c_E cos f_E + C33 cos a E cos fiE
= (AIO)
cos <bE cos OE
The rate-command signals for the inner three gimbals may be derived in a fashion simi-
lar to the rate equations for a normal three-axis system (refs. 1, 2, and 5) and result in
the following expressions:
_E = (PA-_E)( -sin /3E cos <bE tan OE+COS /3E)+ qA(cos otE sin q5E tan 0E
+ sin c_E cos /_E cos <bE tan 0E + sin a E sin f_E) + rA(-sin aE sin (bE tan 8E
+ cos a E cos f_E cos <bE tan 0E + cos a E sin fiE) (All)
0E =(PA-&E)sin_Esin<bE+qA(-sinaEcosf_Esin<bE+COSOtECOS <bE)
+ rAl-COS aE cos fiE sin <bE - sin aE cos <bE) (A12)
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_E=-<PA-6rE) sec 8E sin_Ecos q_E+qAsec 8E(sin_E cos _E cos _bE
+cos otE sin q_E)+ rA sec 0E(COS _E cos _E cos <bE-sin _E sin q_El (A13)
The same sign convention for positive directions that was used for gimbal-position com-
mands applies to the rate commands.
Sky-Earth lamp drives.- In order to project accurately the sky-Earth scene which
is painted on the transparencies, certain geometrical constraints must be satisfied. Fig-
ure 25 illustrates these constraints for the following sky-Earth scene orientation: The
projector is tilted back at a pitch angle equal to 81 . The points A 1 and A 2 on the
transparency represent the (0,0) point of the horizon, with A 1 being projected to the
screen by sky lamp L 1 and A 2 projected by the Earth lamp L 2. Since A 1 and A 2
represent the same point in the projected scene, both must project to the same point H R
on the screen. Point H Ris defined by the angle 82 relative to the X A body axis. The
required condition for correct mapping is that 81 = 82, and the following constraints must
be satisfied to accomplish this:
(1) Each lamp (L 1 or L2) , its transparency center (T 1 or T2) , and the center of the
screen C must be collinear.
(2) The lamp-position constraint of L 1 with respect to T 1 is defined by the propor-
tionality of triangles A1T1L 1 and HRCL 1.
The following discussion will describe the derivation for the sky lamp L 1. A similar
derivation could be applied to the Earth lamp L 2 with identical results. Constraint (2)
for lamp L 1 may be expressed as
= - (A14)
Equation (A14) may be written as the lamp-constraint equation:
R 2
(A15)
3O
,i]il
where
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2 2 2
fb'sl = bsx+ bsy+ bsz
2 2 2I_1: asx+a_,+asz
The lamp-constraint equation (A15) must now be converted into the displacement coordi-
nates of the lamp servo L o relative to the gimbal center G. This is accomplished by
referring again to figure 25 and writing the following expression based on the similarity
of triangles CGT 1 and CLoLI:
%i I_sl
I_oI+1%1i_sl+1%1
(A16)
Substituting equation (A15) into (A16) results in
I%1 i_sl _ _
R 2 R 1
or
R 2
Equation (A17) defines the position of the lamp servo L o relative to the gimbal center G.
Note thatinthenonrotating-axissystem, Ibot is a constant since Iff'ol, Ill, and Il2
are constants. Since the lamp servos are physically positioned with respect to the rotat-
ing pitch gimbal, equation (A17) must be transformed to the rotating XT,YT,Z T axis sys-
tem. Performing this transformation gives
(b'o) rot = U (bo)fixed R2
=Ill:Il2U(_o)fixed (A18)
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Y X Y X
Equation (A18) may then be expressed in component form as a column vector:
(A19)
where
(bo)rot = Iboy[ (_o)fixed =0_x
Equation (A19) is the final equation for the lamp servo drives and it illustrates the para-
metric dependence of the lamp position on the gimbal-offset coordinates Sx and Sz
and the variable dependence of the lamp position on the gimbal angles aE, BE, _E,
and _E"
Derivation of equation (A19) on the basis of the Earth lamp L 2 yields identical
results based on the similarity of triangle L2A2T 2 to triangle L2HRC and triangle CGT 2
to triangle (_LoL 2.
Target-Image Projection and Generation
Target-mirror gimbals.- The relative location of _he target with respect to the
attacker body-axis system is dependent on the attitude of the attacker with respect to the
inertial-axis system and on the relative translational coordinates (in the inertial system)
between the two aircraft. This information is provided to the interface math model in the
form of the coordinates XBA , YBA, ZBA and velocities XBA, YBA, ZBA of the tar-
get in the attacker body-axis system. If the target pointing mirrors could be placed coin-
cident with the observer's eye location, then the generation of the line-of-sight (LOS)
angles would be a simple trigonometric vector resolution.
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The actual mechanical configuration of the mirrors is illustrated in figure 26
where the following mechanical displacements and rotations are shown for the condition
of _L = _L = 0:
(1) The center of rotation of the azimuth mirror is displaced longitudinally and ver-
tically with respect to the center of the sphere by Mx, 0, Mz.
(2) The entire mirror assembly is tilted up at an angle of V = 25 ° to place the
effect of the mirror-gimbal discontinuity outside the pilot's normal field of view.
(3) Note that azimuth motion is generated by rotating both the azimuth and eleva-
tion mirrors about the ZT-axis through the angle }L" Elevation motion is generated by
rotating the elevation mirror only about the Y_-axis through the angle _L" As a result
of this gimbal configuration there is always a constant angle between each mirror and the
projector line of sight as the line of sight traverses between the mirrors. This provides
an undiminishing projected field of view for any location of the target and requires that
the two mirrors be separated by the distance I EI to provide for mechanical clearance.
(4) The elevation mirror has a constant "toe-in" angle of rotation defined as 6
about the Z"-axis; that is the angle between vector E and the final projector line of
sight R L is not 90 °. This last rotation was added in an effort to correct, in the mirror-
gimbal calculations, for the effect of the displacement between mirror centers.
The constant displacement Mx, 0, M z and the tilt angle y are accounted for
by simply transforming the target coordinates from the attacker body-axis system
XA,YA,ZA to the XT,Y_,Z 7 axis system. This transformation consists of a translation
Mx, 0, M z followed by a rotation 7 as defined in the equation
V=
XTA
!
!YTA
ZTA
-COS y
= 0
sin 7
0
0
-sin _F xBA
" ]]R_A R1-M_
0 / YB___AAR1 + 0
RBA
cos ZB---_AR 1 - M z
RBA
(A20)
XBA YBA
The terms -- R1,
RBA RBA
--R1, and so forth simply scale the real-world target coordi-
nates to the surface of the screen.
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A solution for _L and 77L which eliminates the need to solve nonlinear algebraic
equations may be found by considering the geometry in figure 27. Since the toe-in angle
6 is a constant, any motion of the elevation mirror about Y' through an angle _L
will move the projector line of sight RL along the surface of a cone. The axis of the
cone is the vector E and the semiapex angle is _ - 5. Elements of the cone surface
are the line segments OA, OB, and RL" From the figure, the correct value of }L will
position the cone so that it intersects the target coordinates XvA, Y_'A, ZTA on the
surface of the screen. Considering the triangle formed by the vectors V, i_L, and E,
the law of cosines and the quadratic formula may be used to determine IRLI as
(A21)
where
= 0.393 m (15.5 in.)
5 = 3.32 °
ix 2 z 2I VI = A + Y_A + 7A
The angle × may be determined by again applying the law of cosines to the same trian-
gle, which results in
COS X =
tvl+I l I ,l
(A22)
From the definition of the dot product of two vectors, the following expressions may be
written:
V " E = (ix7A + ]YTA + _Z7A)(-i'E'sin _L + JlElc°s _L)
(A23)
V • E = cos X (A24)
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Expandingthe right side of equation(A23)andsetting it equal to equation (A24)gives
-x A sin _L + Y),A cos _L=[Vlcos × (A25)
To solve for sin _L' equation (A25) is first solved for Y_A cos _L and the resulting
equation is squared. After substituting cos2_ L = 1 - sin2_L, the equation may be solved
directly for sin }L:
- rAIV {x2 2Icos × + YTA 7A + YTA-IV]2c°s2x
sin _L = (A26)
x 2 2
7A + Y_A
By similar reasoning based on equation (A25), cos _L may be expressed as
- AIX2 2 IVJ2cos2x
cos _L YTAIVIc°s × + x A + YTA -
= 2 2 (A27)
X_A + Y_,A
The equation for _L may be found by differentiating equation (A25) with respect to time.
With the proper substitutions for dlVI/dt and X, the final result is
YTA cos _L - X A sin _L +
• + z . cos(- -(x_Ak_A + Y_'AY_'A _ _'_] \2
_L = " -" (A28)
x_,A cos _L + Y_,A sin _L
The elevation mirror command T/L is determined as follows• The target coordinates
in the Xy,Yv,Z), axis system may be transformed to the Xem,Yem,Zem axis system
(rotating with the elevation mirror) as shown in equation (A29) (see fig. 26):
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i
O __
0
w
 cos cos sin Llcos sin
_ sin 5IY_,A c°s _L - X_,A sin _L - IEI _
sin 6[(X_A c°s _L + YvA sin _L)C°S_L - ZvA sin 77L1
cos 5[y_A cos _L- XyA sin gL-[Eli
_x A cos _L+YvA sin _L)sin _?L+ZvA cos _/L_
(A29)
Note that the Xem-aXis is defined as coincident with the projector line of sight RL, so
that the target position has no coordinates along the Yem- or Zem-aXes. The transfor-
mation of equation (A29) is defined by the azimuth rotation _L about the zv-axis fol-
lowed by a translation IE] along the Y'7-axis followed by the elevation rotation 7/L
about the Y'-axis and finally the rotation 6 about the Z"-axis.v Since _L is known
from equations (A26) and (A27), _?L may be found by solving either the second or third
component equation of (A29). The third component is used because of its simplicity and
results in
77L = tan-l(x -ZvA Lt (A30)
7A cos _L + YTA sin
The pitch rate command _/L is found by differentiating equation (A30) with respect
to time:
• COS
_IL:-Z_A(X;'A cos _L + Y)A sin }L)+ ZyAtXyA cos _L + Y)IA sin _L)+ Z_A_L(Y_A }L XyA sin }L) (A31)
- + YyA + _A)
_ v_r_le [_,_]_ro_onus.on(_ _ _lsou_o_s_e _n_u__o_e sor_o,or
the projection zoom-lens focus.
Target-model gimbals.- The relative geometry between the camera and the target
model is shown in figure 28. The model is mounted in a four-axis gimbal system and the
camera is mounted in the particular position with respect to the model as shown to elimi-
nate occlusion of the model by the pitch gimbal yoke.
The camera is represented by the camera-axis system Xc,Yc,Z c. This is sepa-
rated from the projector line-of-sight (LOS) axis system XLp,YLP,ZLp (as projected
back through the TV system from the projection screen) by the angle _L + _/L" The
reason for this is that the target image on the screen rolls about the line of sight when-
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ever the target mirrors move in azimuth or elevation. Physically, the roll motion occurs
because each mirror rotates about an axis which is not parallel to the reflecting surface.
By defining the axis transformation from the LOS axis system to the target body-axis sys-
tem, the roll coupling is accounted for in the model gimbal motions.
The transformation from line-of-sight axis system to target body-axis system is
generated from aircraft dynamics and relative geometry and may be expressed in terms
of the transformation matrix mbl as
YBmblFL (A32)
In figure 28 the transformation from projector line-of-sight axis system to target
body-axis system may be defined in terms of the target-model gimbal angles, the roll
decoupling angle _L + _L' and the fixed offset angles of the figure as
lzil P'q_-- [_]x[__]_[_m]z[_m]_[_m]Z[00°]_["+_']xl_'_1 (A33)
The three inner-gimbal angles _m' 8m' _m may be found by setting equa-
tion (A32) equal to equation (A33) and operating with the transpose matrices:
where
R = Irij _ (i,j = I, 2, 3)
and E_T denotes the transpose of a matrix.
The logic used to define a m is the same as that used in the sky-Earth equations:
_m =HIsgn(-sin 8m sin _m)OOml -6001
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sgn(-sin 0m sin _m) is the sign of the product of -sin Om and sin _m' and
H=0 (em < 60 ° )
(0 00o)It=l m =
When the left side of equation (A34) is expanded, the gimbal angles may be defined
sin 8 m = -r13
cos 0 m = _1 - sin28 m
sin _m = --
r23
cos _m
r33
cos _m =
cos 8m
r12
sin _m = cos 0m
rll
cos @m = --
cos 0m
Equations for Zoom-Lens Drive
Changes in apparent target range are accomplished by varying the size of the target
image on the projection screen in accordance with the computed real-world target range.
The math model to accomplish this is based on the following four steps:
(1) The projected image size must be defined in terms of the target model size.
(2) Since the target positioning mirrors are not located at the center of the sphere,
the lens-to-screen projection distance ..IRLI varies as a function of image position. The
resulting variation in image size must be compensated for in the zoom-lens calculations.
(3) After steps (1) and (2) above are complete, the image size must be related to the
real-world object size.
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(4) Since the camera and projector zoom lenses are driven simultaneously over
equal proportional parts of their unequal zoom ranges, then a suitable mixing function
between the two zoom drives must be provided.
Definition of the image size in terms of model size is given by the following expression
(see fig. 29):
where
Y1 = McMeMp Ym
M E
Mp
Me
(A35)
absolute magnification of the camera lens
absolute magnification of the projector lens
electronic magnification which consists of the constant ratio of raster sizes
on the projection kinescope and the pickup tube
The variation of image size with varying projection distance is illustrated in figure 30.
The reducedimagesize Y_ is relatedtotheehangeinimagedistance IRLI as
IRLIY1
Y1 = RL °
(A36)
where Y1 is the image size for the nominal projection distance of RLo.
f
The projected image size Y1 may now be related to the real-world target range
RBA and target dimension Y2, as shown in figure 31, as
Y2 (A37)f
Y1 = R1 RB A
Combining equations (A37) and (A36) results in
IRL] Y2RI
_YI =_
RLo RBA
(A38)
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Substituting equation (A35) in equation (A38) gives
McMeM p =
RLo Ym RBA
(A39)
Equation (A39) expresses the overall system magnification in terms of two vari-
ables: real-world range RBA and varying projection distance IRLI. Variations in the
left side of equation (A39) due to changes in IR,I are compensated for by changes in
McMeMp, so that for a given value of RBA, the ratio I i_LI McMeMp remains constant.
RLo
The changes in McMeM p are accomplished by simultaneously driving the camera
and projection zoom lenses over their respective unequal displacements. This is con-
trolled by a mixing function which will be described later in more detail. Equation (A39)
can now be solved for McMeM p as
Y2 R1 RI._
McMeMp = (A40)
Ym RBA l_LI
The ratio Y2/Ym is the model scale factor and will be defined as Sf. There-
fore, equation (A40) becomes:
SfRIRLo 1 (A41)
Equation (A41) is written in terms of absolute magnifications Mc, Mp, and M e.
The absolute magnification of the projector zoom lens was established during initial (sub-
contract) acceptance tests at the vendor's plant with a measured maximum value for the
two lenses of × 10. Absolute magnification of the camera lenses was never documented,
since calibration was performed with the TV camera and monitor and resulting data were
?
expressed in terms of relative magnification Mc, which varies from approximately × 1
to × 16. Electronic magnification M e is the ratio of the projection-tube raster size to
the camera raster size, and its absolute value is approximately 4.0. This is the only
adjustable component of McMeM p and is normally adjusted on a daily basis to maintain
proper total magnification.
Since the original camera-lens data were given in terms of Mc, the equation
actually employed for the interface computations in the central computer is of the form
4O
1
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where
SfR 1
McMp = RLo 1 (A42)
KMe IRLI RBA
M c = KM' c
and K is a constant of proportionality.
The numerical coefficient SfR1/KM e can be derived from equation (A42) by sub-
stituting the following consistent set of conditions:
triLl = RLo
RBA= 92 m (300ft)
c c max
--( /Mp Mp max
Substitution of these values in equation (A42) gives
SfR 1
KIVI e
- 14.63 km (48 000 ft)
It should be noted that
(a) Small changes in model scale factor can be accommodated by a propor-
tionate change in Me (i.e., maintaining the same ratio Sf/M e without changing
the numerical value of the coefficient in the computer program). The amount of
/
change is limited for large models by the maximum field angle of the camera lens,
and for small models by video-optical resolution limits. (That is, large values of
M e can be obtained by using a very small vidicon raster, but this is not advisable.)
(b) Changes in Sf, accomplished by a proportionate change in Me with no
change in the computer program, result in the same minimum range (i.e., zoom-
lens magnifications McM p = 160, or maximum, at 92 m (300 ft)).
(c) A change in model scale factor Sf with no changes in nominal raster
sizes M e can result in a different minimum range, but the coefficient in the com-
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puter program must be changed accordingly. For example, use of a larger model
(for instance Sf = 96:1 versus 120:1) and a change in the computer program
coefficient
M_Mp = i_0(14.63) RL° 1
IRLI. RBA
yield the desired maximum value of relative magnification cMp = 16 when
96 x 92 = 73.6 m (240 ft)
RBA = Rmin = 12-'-6
The mixing function which was previously mentioned is an experimentally derived
function which causes both lenses to be driven through equal proportional parts of their
unequal zoom ranges for a given change in target range or image throw distance. The
function is given by
Mp = 0.18+ (M'c) 0"82389 (A43)
T
Equation(A43) is based on a range of x 1.18 to x10 in Mp and×l tox 16 in M c.
Definitionof M c on an absolute basis rather than relative (as stated above) would
require a modification of the mixing function. Substitutionof equation (A42) in equa-
tion (A43) results in
0.18M' c +(Mc) 1"82389 _
SfR1RLo 1
(A44)
Equations (A43) and (A44) are programed on the computer. The input voltages for the
T
zoom servo positions are not linear functions of M c and Mp. Therefore, experimen-
tally determined nonlinear functions are programed to provide the correct servo position
!
commands x 1 and x m as a function of Mc and Mp.
Projection Geometry
The projection geometry described in the body of this report provides quantitative
means to study the observed motion of any point in the sky-Earth display and/or the tar-
get display. This was done by developing an exact geometrical model relating the observ-
er's line of sight to the projected image points of the sky-Earth and target displays.
Sky-Earth projection geometry.- The sky-scene projection geometry is illustrated
in figure 32. (A similar figure and analysis would be applicable to the Earth transpar-
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ency.)
T o which is defined in the XA,YA,ZA axis system as
Vo=N+A
The first term on the right side of equation (A45) is defined as
APPENDIX A - Continued
The location of the projected image point on the sphere is defined by the vector
where
g
VTCS
VA
= g + VTCS + _A
(A45)
(A46)
constant vector between the sky-Earth g_.mbal center and the center of the
projection screen
vector defining the position of the moving transparency center relative to the
fixed gimbal center
vector defining the position of a point on the transparency relative to the
transparency center
In the axis system XT,YT,ZT rotating with the pitch gimbal and with its origin at the
gimbal center, the second and third terms on the right side of equation (A46) are defined
as
VTCS + VA =
- 0 -
,m
.Ty
I "TCSI
+ R 2
cos 0B cos [-(_B + _G)]'
cos OB sin[-(@B + @G)I (A47)
After transforming equation (A47) to the nonrotating axis system, equation (A46), which is
also in the nonrotating axis system, becomes
Nx Sx
N=Ny= 0
Nz Sz
m.L
"{- .L ,",
R2cos0Bcos( B+
-R 2 COS 8B sin(_PB + @G)
w
(A48)
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where TG, which is the transformation from the XA,YA,ZA axis system to the
XT,YT,Z T axis system, is given by
% =[0o]y[_O]x[_O]y[_O]x (A49)
The angles aG, CG' and 8G are the gimbal angles as read from the linear potentiom-
eters mounted on the gimbals.
The vector A may be defined as follows:
t-- -- ,- -
Axl Vpx
- I;I
•_= Ay =lxlJV---Pl=,vp, _-_ ivpy
_,z, Vpz
(AS0)
where I-_1 may be determined by applying the law of cosines to the triangle defined by
vectors N, A, and Vo, which results in
[._ \2
Ixl-_ '/_%
- +I{,--:-_,! I_12+,%l_ (_1)
The vector V'p in equations (A50) and (A51) is defined as follows:
V'p= N - VL
Upon substitution for N from equation (A46) and
tion (A52) becomes
V--p=VA-b O +VTc s- L C
(A52)
VL where VL = _ + bo + LC' equa-
(A53)
The vector sum VA + VTCS was defined in the rotating axis system by equation (A47).
In the rotating system ['C is a constant given by
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B
0
VTCS 1+ 1.47
(A54)
- Iwhere VTC S + 1.47 cm (0.58 in.) is the distance from the lamp to the center -°f the
' b' 'lamp support arm. Substituting box , oy' boz , which are the components of bo, and
equations (A54) and (A47) into equation (A53) and transforming the result to the nonrotat-
ing axis system results in the following expression for Vp:
-- T
+ o)7-
OX
R 2 sin 0 -boz + 1.47
(A55)
Substitution of equations (A55) and (A51) into (A50) gives the value for A. Now that N
and A have been determined, the value of T o may be found by equation (A45) which is
repeated here for reference:
Target-image projection geometry.- The target-image projection geometry is
illustrated in figure 33. The location of the projected target image is defined by the vec-
tor B in the XA,YA,Z A nonrotating axis system:
= D + E + "_t (A56)
where D is a constant vector between the center of the azimuth mirror and the center of
the projection screen.
The vector E defines the position of the center of the elevation mirror with respect
to the center of the azimuth mirror gimbal and is defined in the XA,YA,ZA axis system as
w
-sin }L cos
T
=1 El cos _L (A57)
sin _L sin _,
_ 4
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where 4'L is the actual azimuth gimbal position as read from the linear potentiometer
and _ is the constant tilt angleof the entire target projection system with respect to the
horizontal planeof the projection sphere.
The vector Vt is definedas
Vt =lVt t
 tzj
(A58)
where '_t is a unit vector along the projected line of sight:
t_l [cOsyc°s_'cOs_?_-sinysinT?L]vt= t = Isin _LC°S_ |
_tz.J _-sin y cos _'L cos _?'L - cos _ sin 7?'LJ
(A59)
The quantity IVt[ is found by applying the law of cosines to the triangle formed by the
vectors "_em' ]_, and Vt
where
tVtl = _(Vem. ,_t)+t(_em. _t)2 + IBI2 - tVeml 2 (A60)
Now that
tion (A56).
and Vt have been determined, the value of B may be found from equa-
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COCKPIT ACTIVE INSTRUMENTS
Airspeed/Mach indicator:
The needle indicates airspeed and the inner dial indicates Mach number as
follows:
Range of scales:
Airspeed - 50 knots to 1600 knots for 300 ° of needle rotation
Mach number - 0.5 M to 3.5 M
Scale resolution:
Airspeed -
50 to 300 knots:
300 to 600 knots:
5 knots/div and 50 div/100 ° of needle rotation
20 knots/div and 15 div/75 ° of needle rotation
600 to 1600 knots: 50 knots/div and 20 div/125 ° of needle rotation
Mach number -
0.05 Mach/div: 60 div/300 ° of dial rotation
Total accuracy:
Airspeed -
5 knots over the range of 50 to 300 knots
i0 knots over the range of 300 to 600 knots
25 knots over the range of 600 to 1600 knots
Mach number - 0.04 Mach
Three-axis 8 ball attitude indicator with the following auxiliary indicators:
Horizontal and vertical needles, displacement pointer (vertical), rate-of-turn indi-
cator, warning flags, and inclinometer
Range: Continuous in/out view
Scale resolution: Standard per MIL-I-27619D
Total accuracy: 1%
Electrical resolution: 0.5%
Altimeter (3 -needle):
Range: 0 to 100 000 ft
Scale resolution:
Long needle - 1000 ft/rev, 20 ft/div
Med needle - 10 000 ft/rev, 200 ft/div
Short needle - 100 000 ft/rev, 2000 ft/div
Total accuracy: 0.2% of altitude or 50 ft, whichever is greater
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Vertical velocity (2-needle):
Range: 0 to +30 000 ft/min
Scale resolution:
Outer scale - 0 to 6000 ft/min (nonlinear through +165 °)
Inner scale - 0 to 30 000 ft/min, 5000 ft/div, 6 div/165 ° of rotation
Control position trim:
Total accuracy: 2%
Fuel flow pointer:
Range: 500 to 15 000 lb/hr for 240 ° rotation
Scale resolution: 400 to 15 000 lb/hr, 500 lb/hr/div, 30 div/240 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 150 lb/hr
Fuel quantity:
Range: 0 to 24 000 lb
Scale resolution: 500 lb/div and 48 div/250 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 300 lb
Flap position (2-needle):
Range: 0 to 100 ° of rotation
Scale resolution: 15° flap/div and 8 div/ll0 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 5°
Speed brake (2-needle):
Range: 0 to 100 ° of rotation
Scale resolution: 1/3 brake/div and 3 div/ll0 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 1/12 of brake (9°12 ')
Accelerometer:
Range: -5 to +10g
Scale resolution: 0.5g/div, 30 div/250 o of rotation, 0 ° equals -0.5g
Total accuracy: 0.2g
Angle of attack:
Range: 0 to +45 °
Scale resolution: l°/div and +45 div/125 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 1°
Tachometer (2-needle):
Range: 0 to 120%rpm
Scale resolution:
Coarse needle - 5% rpm/div and 24 div/280 ° of rotation
Fine needle - 1% rpm/div and 10 div/360 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 2%
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!!
Exhaust pressure ratio:
Range: 1.2 to 3.4
Scale resolution:
APPENDIX B - Concluded
0.1 EPR/div and 22 div/250 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 0.10 EPR
Exhaust gas temperature:
Range: 0 to 1500 ° C
Scale resolution: 30 ° C/div and 50 div/250 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 30 ° C
Oil pressure:
Range: 0 to 100 psi
Scale resolution: 5 psi/div and 20 div/250 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 2 psi
True airspeed counter:
Range: 0 to 2000 knots
Scale resolution: 2 knots/Count
Total accuracy: 25 knots
Exhaust nozzle position:
Range: 0 to 15 °
Scale resolution: 5°/div and 3 div/ll0 ° of rotation
Total accuracy: 2°
Dual throttle quadrant with flap and speed brake controls:
Range: Flaps - Leading edge/trailing edge brakes - front, rear
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APPENDIX C
CONTROL-LOADER CHARACTERISTICS
(1) Maximum travel (hard stops) - maximum provided is adjustable within maximum
range below:
(a) Pitch - 0.3048 m (12 in.) (can be set up asymmetrically)
(b) Roll - from 0 to +0.1778 m (7 in.)
(c) Yaw - from 0 to +0.08255 m (3.25 in.)
(2) Force versus displacement gradients - two gradient cards per axis are available,
each has four slope segments in each direction for nonlinear gradient generation
(excludes any nonlinear gradients due to aerodynamics.
(3) Static friction - adjustable range of 0 to 44.5 N (10 lb) provided.
(4) Viscous frictions - related to damping ratio - a range of 0.2 to over critical damped
is provided.
(5) Breakout force - a range of 0 to 111 N (25 lb) breakout is provided.
(6) Deadband ("slop") - a range of 0 to 70% of maximum travel is provided.
(7) Trim rate - a range of 0 to 0.0508 m/sec (2 in./sec) is provided in pitch and roll
axes. No trim is provided for yaw.
(8) External forces - stick or pedal force changes due to aerodynamic effects, bob
weights, and so forth have to be programed in central computing and drive the
loader systems as a separate command.
5O
APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF THE SERVO TIME LAG
The closed-loop transfer function of the servo is defined as
G S =
(25)2G i
S2 + 2(0.707)(25)S + (25) 2
where Gi is the generalized servo input, G s is the generalized servo output, and S
is the Laplace operator. The transfer function of a velocity input is
V
Gi S2
where V is the amplitude of the velocity input (a constant). The position error e
between the velocity command and the second-order servo subjected to the velocity com-
mand may be written as
V
G i - G s = e =- -
S2
(25)2(V/S 2)
S2 + 2(0.707)(25)S + (25) 2
or
e 1
v
(25) 2
S2 S2ES2 + (35.35)S + (25)2j
By referring to figure 17 it can be seen that the error e in radians divided by the con-
stant velocity V in rad/sec yields the time lag T:
T= __ =
V
S 2 + (35.35)S + (25) 2 - (25) 2
$2[S 2 + (35.35)S + (25)23
Now the final-value theorem is applied to get the steady-state time lag:
T = lim _(t) = lim S _(S)
t-_ v S-0 Y
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APPENDIX D - Concluded
T = lim S
S-0
S2 + (35.35)S
S21S 2 + (35.35)S + (25)21
S + 35.35 35.35
T --- lim
S-0 S2 + (35.35)S + (25) 2 (25) 2
- 56.6 msec
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TABLE HI.- SERVO LOW-VELOCITY SMOOTHNESS
Servo Output velocity Deviation, system A
driven by rad/sec rad/sec
a E
CE
_E
VL
_L
otm
_m
_m
8m
x m
box
boy
boz
x I
+0.015
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.05
+.03
+.0175
+O.0024
+.0042
+.0072
+.0017
+.0026
+.0049
+.0047
+.0056
+.0219
+.0125
+.0032
Deviation, system B
rad/sec
±0.0024
+.0050
+.0028
±.0016
+.0038
+.0012
+.0047
_.0076
+.0062
±.0087
+.0043
m/sec in./sec m/sec in./sec m/sec in./sec
+0.00445
+.00445
+.00445
+.0005
±0.175
+.175
+.175
+.02
±0.000869
+.000445
+.000853
+.000163
+0.0342
+.0175
+.0336
±.0064
+0.000904
+.000444
+.000361
+.000097
+0.0356
+.0175
±.0142
+.0038
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TABLE IV.- STEADY-STATETIME LAGS
Servo
driven by
aE
_E
_bE
SE
UL
_L
a m
_m
_m
8m
box
boy
boz
x 1
x m
Time lag, msec, for -
System A
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58
64
60
62
56
52
52
60
50
54
51
52
47
10
System B
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62
44
62
50
56
60
47
52
50
54
43
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TABLE VII.- MAXIMUM DYNAMIC ERRORS FOR PROJECTION SERVOS
Maneuver A,deg
!
Vertical error, I Lateral error,
Az, deg t Ay, deg
Sphere A
Longitudinal error,
L_x, deg
_h = A sin wt
_/= A sin wt
0 = A sin cot
= A sin cot
q_ = A sin cot
170
4O
4O
4O
170
+0.60
+.20
+.40
+.20
+1.20
+1.25
+.42
+.12
+.50
+.75
±0.75
+.40
+.25
+.25
+1.10
Sphere B
= A sin cot
= A sin cot
0 = A sin cot
= A sin cot
_b = A sin wt
170
40
40
40
170
+0.95
±.25
±.60
+.20
+.60
+0.90
+.25
+.20
+1.10
+1.50
+0.45
+.11
+.40
±.40
+.90
6O
OC-
C_
I
vml
!
c_
c_
o_1
!
v_
.r.4
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Figure 2.- DMS visual scene.
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Figure 6.- Target-image projection subsystem.
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Figure 7.- Target-image generationsubsystem.
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Figure 17.- Response of 0.707 damped, 25 rad/sec, second-order system.
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Figure 18.- Transit geometry for measurement of mirror pointing errors.
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